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1. Introduction

1.1. Stainless steels in today’s society

Stainless steels are extensively used in a vide variety of applications, such as surgery

and hospital use, marine/offshore engineering, architectural, oil and gas production, food

production and chemical engineering. A major asset of stainless steels is the high corrosion

resistance, both at low and high temperatures, combined with good mechanical properties and

relatively low life cycle cost. Therefore, stainless steel is often the preferable material to use

in aggressive environments or in mild environments where a very low corrosion rate is

required. There is no exact definition of stainless steels. In general, iron-base alloys

containing at least 11wt% chromium are considered to belong to the stainless steel group [1].

The excellent corrosion resistance of stainless steels is due to the formation of a passivating

oxide-like film rich in chromium (from now on denoted passive film), usually in the thickness

range of a few nm (nm=10-9 m) [2]. Although stainless steels possess excellent corrosion

resistance, they will corrode if the environment is aggressive enough. In general, an increased

chromium content results in a more stable passive film and, thus, in a higher corrosion

resistance [2]. Other elements than chromium, such as nickel, molybdenum and nitrogen, can

also contribute to the passive film stability [3]. At present over 180 different stainless steel

alloys have been developed, and each year new grades and modifications of existing grades

appear on the market [1]. Stainless steels represent about 2% of the total amount of steel

produced in the world [4]. However, because of their key role as corrosion resistant material

in many major industries, they have a technological as well as economic influence far greater

than indicated by the percentage number given above. With increased attention paid to

achieve low and long-term maintenance cost, less environmental impact and greater concern

with life-cycle costs, a further growth of the use and importance of stainless steels is expected.
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1.2. Aim of thesis

In the production of stainless steels, the final step is usually a surface treatment in

order to achieve a product with acceptable visual appearance and high corrosion resistance.

Several surface treatments may be used as the final step in the production. However, the effect

of the surface treatment on the corrosion resistance is usually not well known. The choice of

surface treatment for a certain application is often based on tradition rather than insight.

Therefore, the aim of this doctoral study initiated and financed by AB Sandvik Steel, was to

gain further understanding of the effect of different surface treatments on the corrosion

resistance and on the surface conditions of stainless steel. The study is limited to a few

common surface treatments used in large-scale production of stainless steel, namely polishing,

pickling in acids, passivation, and bright annealing. AB Sandvik Steel uses these surface

treatments in their production of stainless steel products.  A short description of the surface

treatments studied is given in section 1.3.

During the course of the work a number of questions were raised, all believed to be of

practical importance for AB Sandvik Steel. These questions are listed below and will be

shortly discussed in subsequent sections:

- What happens, in more detail, during a passivation or pickling surface treatment?

- Which process parameters influence nitric acid passivation, and how?

- Will the efficiency of a surface treatment differ between open and confined surfaces?

- Which surface treatment of 304L stainless steel gives the highest corrosion resistance in

marine atmospheric environment?
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- Which surface treatment of 304L stainless steel gives the highest corrosion resistance in

urban atmospheric environment?

- What detrimental side effects can happen during a pickling or passivation treatment?

- How can hydrogen influence the corrosion resistance of stainless steel?

- What is the role of storage time on the corrosion resistance after a surface treatment?

1.3. Short description of surface treatments regularly used at AB Sandvik Steel

1.3.1. Pickling in HF + HNO3

In the production of stainless steel, annealing steps are usually required. When the

annealing is performed open to the air an oxide scale, usually rich in chromium, will form and

result in a concomitant chromium-depleted zone under the oxide scale. Pickling in acid

solution is a common procedure to remove the scale and the chromium-depleted zone.

Various pickling solutions are used, and the last step is commonly a mixture of 4%HF and

16%HNO3. The acid bath temperature is about 35-400C. The surface treatment time is highly

dependent on stainless steel type.

1.3.2. Passivation in HNO3

The passivation treatment is usually performed through immersion in a 10%HNO3

solution at elevated temperatures. This treatment results in an increased passive film thickness

enriched with chromium.
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1.3.3. Bright annealing

Bright annealing is performed in a reducing atmosphere, usually consisting of pure

hydrogen but for some alloys a hydrogen-nitrogen mixture. In this reducing atmosphere,

oxide scale formation is inhibited, and a pickling treatment after the annealing process is

unnecessary. A slight polishing (buffing) after bright annealing results in a bright surface

appearance.

1.4. In what way can a surface treatment influence the corrosion resistance?

The corrosion resistance of a stainless steel depends not only on its bulk alloy

composition. The metal or alloy surface is never perfect. Physical and/or chemical

inhomogeneities appear at the surface that may be susceptible to attack in aggressive

environments. Commercial alloys often contain some amounts of impurities and non-metallic

inclusions, even though the use of modern metallurgy has reduced its amount. It is well

known that sulfide inclusions may play a major role in localized corrosion of stainless steels.

Especially manganese sulfides are considered to decrease the resistance towards pitting

corrosion [5]. It has been found that the amount of sulfide inclusions appearing at the steel

surface can be reduced by different surface treatments, such as pickling in acids [6,7]. Surface

treatments may also influence the surface roughness, and investigators have found an

influence of surface roughness on the corrosion behavior of stainless steels both in aqueous

solutions [8-12] and in atmospheric environments [13,14]. The effect of surface roughness on

the corrosion behavior in aqueous solutions has been explained by an increased amount of

sulfide inclusions exposed at rougher surfaces [9], or related to the geometry of pit sites

[10,11]. It has also been suggested that an increased surface roughness from mechanical

pretreatment influences the electronic properties of the passive film [12].

In addition to the effect on physical and chemical inhomogeneities, the surface

treatment usually also influences the passive film composition. Chromium enrichment in the
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passive film has been observed as a result of both pickling and passivation [15,16]. Another

effect that may influence the corrosion resistance is the possibility that hydrogen is introduced

into the passive film or the metal during surface treatments. To our knowledge this effect is

investigated for the first time in this doctoral study, at least in connection with surface

treatments.

In all, any surface treatment can influence the corrosion resistance of stainless steel in

several ways, and detailed knowledge about the effect of a particular surface treatment in a

given exposure situation is essential.

2. Experimental

2.1. General

In an attempt to increase the understanding of the influence of surface treatment on

surface composition and other surface related properties on one hand, and its effect on

corrosion resistance on the other hand, a relative broad range of experimental techniques were

used in this study, see Table 1 below. They range from surface specific techniques, such as x-

ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS), to

electrochemical techniques intended for evaluation of the corrosion resistance, and to

techniques for gas-phase analysis. The main body of work has focussed on aqueous corrosion

(paper I, II, III, V), with some work also on atmospheric corrosion (paper IV) and high

temperature oxidation (paper V).
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Table 1. Experimental methods utilized in the study.

Method Property analyzed Paper

Electrochemical analysis:

Potentiodynamic polarization

Potentiostatic polarization

Electrochemical impedance

spectroscopy

Passive current density, break-down potential

Passive current density

Polarization resistance, passive film

capacitance

I, II, V

III, V

I, II, IV

Surface analysis:

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

Secondary ion mass spectroscopy

Contact angle measurements

Profilometer

Optical microscopy

Glow discharge optical emission

spectroscopy

Passive film composition, oxidation state

Hydrogen depth profile

Surface wettability

Surface roughness

Surface topography

Elemental profiling

I, IV

III, V

IV

IV

IV

Gravimetry Corrosion rate IV, V

Gas phase analysis:

Heat-induced outgassing

Oxygen consumption

Oxygen isotope studies

H-content

Oxidation kinetics

Oxygen dissociation rate

III, V

V

V

In aqueous solutions, electrochemical measurements provide a fast and reliable

method to estimate the corrosion resistance. In this study potentiodynamic polarization,

potentiostatic polarization and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) were used to

determine the corrosion resistance or passive film stability in aqueous solutions. During

atmospheric exposure conditions the corrosion rate was estimated by gravimetric
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measurements in combination with optical microscopy. High temperature oxidation kinetics,

finally, was studied by gas-phase analysis.

2.2. Electrochemical analysis

Electrochemical measurements are performed by applying a potential to the sample

and measure the current response or vice versa. The current (or potential) response provides

information on the electrochemical processes occurring on the sample surface. Since aqueous

corrosion proceeds through electrochemical reactions, electrochemical measurements can

reveal information about the underlying corrosion processes and are, hence, of vital

importance in corrosion research. In this study three-electrode electrochemical cells were

employed, with the sample as working electrode, a platinum counter electrode and a reference

electrode (saturated calomel or Ag/AgCl). Depending on sample geometry, two different cells

were applied. For flat-shaped samples a standard three-electrochemical cell was used, whereas

a special cell was designed for tube-shaped samples. A detailed description of the latter cell-

configuration is given in paper II.

2.2.1. Potentiodynamic and potentiostatic polarization

From polarization measurements the electrochemical behavior of the sample can be

characterized in terms of, e.g., passive current density, breakdown of passivity and

susceptibility of localized corrosion. In a potentiodynamic polarization measurement the

potential is swept at a constant rate and the current is measured continuously. By sweeping

the potential from, e.g., cathodic potentials or the open circuit potential to anodic potentials,

the electrochemical processes and corrosion behavior over a wide range of potentials can be

obtained. During evaluation of the results from a potentiodynamic polarization experiment,

the effect of sweep rate should be explored, since different sweep rates can result in

differences in the measured current and, as a consequence, influence the initiation of localized

corrosion. In a potentiostatic experiment the potential is kept at a constant potential and the
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current measured as a function of time. In this case the passivation/corrosion behavior at a

certain potential is assessed.

2.2.2. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) can be used to measure the

polarization resistance of a material. The polarization resistance is a direct measure of the

corrosion resistance. Besides the polarization resistance, which strongly depends on the

surface condition, the passive film thickness can also estimated by EIS.

In EIS measurements, a small sinusoidal alternating potential is applied to the

electrode-electrolyte interface and the current response is analyzed in terms of amplitude and

phase angle. The current response can be due to resistive, capacitive and inductive processes

on the electrode surface. By varying the frequency of the sinusoidal potential over a wide

range, it is possible to obtain the impedance spectrum, characteristic of the analyzed

interfacial solid-liquid region. The impedance function and the modulus of impedance are

defined as

Z (ω) = Eosin (ωt) / Iosin (ωt+θ)     and |Z (ω)| = Eo / Io                            (1)

with ω  being the angular frequency, θ the phase angle. It is convenient to express the

impedance in real and imaginary components, ZRe and ZIm. The real and imaginary parts of the

impedance are

ZRe= |Z| cos (θ) and  ZIm= |Z| sin (θ)        (2)

The phase angle is given by

           θ = tan-1 (ZIm/ZRe)        (3)
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The impedance spectra are often presented as Bode or Nyquist plots. In a Bode plot the

amplitude of the impedance (|Z|) and the phase angle (θ) are plotted as a function of the

frequency. In a Nyquist plot the imaginary component of the impedance (Zim) is plotted

against the real component of the impedance (Zre).

The resulting impedance spectra can be analyzed by using an equivalent circuit, which

should be based on a plausible physical model. In this study, the EIS measurements were

performed at the open circuit potential. An equivalent circuit (see figure 1) consisting of a

constant phase element (CPE) in parallel to a polarization resistance (Rp) connected in series

with an electrolyte resistance (Re) was found to give a good fitting quality of the impedance

spectra.

Figure 1. The equivalent circuit used for quantitative evaluation of EIS spectra.

A CPE was used instead of a pure capacitance since the measured capacitance

commonly is not ideal. The impedance expression of CPE is written as:

Z (CPE) = 1/[Y0 (jω)n]          (4)

Here Yo and n are fitting parameters. The exponent n is equal to 1 in the case of an ideal

capacitance. In this case CPE acts like an ideal capacitor with Yo equal to the capacitance C.

Rp

CPE

Re
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In practice, the fitting results include both C and n<1. The non-ideal capacitive response

arises because microscopic material properties can exhibit a distribution of time constant [17].

The interfacial capacitance can be influenced both by the double-layer capacitance (Cdl) and

the passive film capacitance (Cf). Under certain assumptions (1/Cdl<<1/Cf, and the passive

film approximated by a homogeneous oxide layer with uniform dielectric constant) the

measured capacitance may be used for calculation of the thickness of the passive films

through the expression:

dox = εo·ε·A/C          (5)

where εo is the permittivity of vacuum (εo=8.85·10-14F/cm), ε is the dielectric constant, and A

the effective surface area.

2.2.3. Hydrogen charging

Electrolysis of H2O or D2O can introduce hydrogen (H) or deuterium (D) into the

sample. During electrolysis, H2 or D2 evolution occurs on the cathodically polarized metal

surface, and a fraction of discharged hydrogen may enter the metal or metal-oxide lattice.

Indeed, H- or D-uptake upon electrolysis was confirmed by subsequent outgassing of the

metal sample in vacuum or by SIMS profiling. H-charging (or D-charging) by electrolysis is

used in this study to investigate the effect of H (or D) on the corrosion resistance of stainless

steels.

2.3. Surface analysis

2.3.1. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

When studying thin passive films, x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is a

suitable method because its probing depth (1-5nm) is similar to the passive film thickness.
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Both surface composition and oxidation states of elements in the passive film can be obtained

[18]. In XPS, the sample is irradiated with a monochromatic beam of x-rays, causing emission

of scattered x-rays, secondary x-rays characteristic of the irradiated sample, and electrons

from the core level. An emitted electron can only penetrate through a few atomic layers, and

therefore provides information from a depth of a few nm. Ultra high vacuum conditions are

essential, in order for the electrons to reach the detector. The binding energy of the electron

(Eb) is obtained from the expression:

Eb = hν-Ek
     (6)

where hν is the energy of the photon, and Ek is the kinetic energy of the emitted electrons. Eb

is characteristic for each atom and can be used to identify the chemical state of the atom.

Quantitative analysis of results were accomplished by correcting the intensities with tabulated

atomic sensitivity factors [19,20]. The passive film thickness was estimated using eq. (7),

which is based on the assumption of a more or less pure chromium oxide layer atop the metal

substrate [21]:

dox = λ·ln [1+ICrox/ICrmet]     (7)

where dox is the passive film thickness and λ the medium free path for photoelectrons from Cr.

ICrox and ICrmet are the measured intensity of the Cr peaks originating from the oxide and the

metal substrate respectively.

2.3.2 Secondary ion mass spectroscopy

In secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) a primary ion beam with a typical energy

of between 1 and 10keV is incident on the investigated surface. Due to the transferred impact

energy, fragments in the form of both negatively and positively charged secondary ions and
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neutral species are emitted from the surface [22]. The secondary ions are analyzed and

detected by a mass spectrometer. Two types of SIMS measurements can be conducted, static

and dynamic SIMS. Static SIMS is suitable for studying the surface composition of the

outermost atomic layer. In dynamic SIMS, higher primary-beam currents are used. This

results in a much higher rate of emission of secondary ions, and the sputtering process

removes a considerable amount of material. Hence, dynamic SIMS allows depth profiling

during which the chemical composition is analyzed as a function of sample depth. The main

advantages associated with SIMS are the possibility to detect hydrogen and different isotopes

and the low detection limit (in the ppm range). The main drawback is the difficulty to quantify

SIMS data, due to the complexity of the ionization process.

Dynamic SIMS was used in this study to determine the depth distribution of H in

selected samples. An experimental difficulty is the presence of H in the residual gas of the

vacuum chamber, which reduces the possibility to detect H during depth profiling. Due to the

much lower abundance of D than of H in the residual gas, the sensitivity for detecting D with

SIMS is considerably higher than for H. Therefore, D2O was used in some experiments,

instead of H2O, during sample preparation.

These measurements were performed at Chalmers University of Technology.

2.3.3 Contact angle measurements

The wettability of samples was studied by contact angle measurement [23]. This was

accomplished by a dynamic absorption tester in which a liquid droplet is applied to a surface

while a high-speed camera captures images as the droplet spreads. After the measurements,

the images are evaluated by image analysis in terms of drop volume, height, base

diameter/area and contact angle. The contact angle, θ, formed by a liquid in contact with a

solid, is given by the Young-Dupré equation:

γlvcos θ = γsv-γsl     (8)
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where γlv, γsv and γsl are the interfacial free energies per area unit for the liquid-vapor, solid-

vapor and solid-liquid interface, respectively.

These measurements were performed at the institute for Surface Chemistry, KTH.

2.3.4 Surface roughness measurements

The surface roughness was determined using a Mahr Perthometer S&P, and was

performed at AB Sandvik Steel. The surface profile was measured along a distance of 4 cm.

2.3.5 Optical microscopy

Surface appearance was examined by using a stereomicroscope Leica MZ 12, at 100X

magnification.

2.3.6 Glow discharge optical emission spectroscopy

In glow discharge optical emission spectroscopy (GDOES), atomization is

accomplished by cathodic sputtering. The atomized material diffuses to a plasma and the

characteristic emission lines of the elements are monitored simultaneously as a function of

time using an optical spectrometer. The collected data provides profiles of the sample

elements as a function of sputtering depth. By careful calibration with well-defined standards

of comparable composition the collected data can be quantified, and an elemental composition

profile and sputtering rate can be obtained.

These measurements with a GDOES, LECO spectrumat 1000 instrument, was

performed at AB Sandvik Steel.
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2.4 Gravimetric analysis

Measuring the change of weight is, under certain conditions, a straightforward method

to determine the corrosion rate. The technique can be applied to measure the corrosion effect

of materials upon atmospheric exposure. The resulting weight change is either positive or

negative, depending on the actual corrosion rate and the mass of corrosion products. In the

case of the stainless steel investigated under present exposure conditions, the passive film was

so thin (nm) and with only negligible changes in thickness (mass) during exposure. As a

result, the stainless steel experienced a loss in mass upon atmospheric exposure.

2.5. Gas phase analysis

Gas phase analysis was used for several purposes: to measure the H content in

samples, to assess oxidation kinetics and to estimate oxygen dissociation rates. In the gas

phase analysis method, mass spectroscopy is combined with manometric measurements. The

apparatus is schematically illustrated in figure 2. It consists of three main parts, the reaction

chamber (a quartz tube), the mass spectrometer (MS) and the gas-handling system. These

three parts are joined with a cross of stainless steel tube. A movable tube furnace heats the

reaction chamber. The total pressure in the enclosed volume is continuously measured with a

pressure gauge.
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Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the gas phase analysis apparatus.

2.5.1. Heat-induced outgassing

The H content was measured by monitoring the heat-induced outgassing of H from the

sample (placed in the reaction chamber), whereby all released gases pass to the MS through

UVH-pumping. A typical procedure involved rough pumping and subsequent ion pumping of

the enclosed volume at room temperature to evacuate residual air and water, then the reaction

chamber and sample was heated in steps up to about 700-800OC. The pressure of hydrogen in

the MS was continuously measured vs. time. A relation between the integrated pressure vs.

time curve and the amount of gas had earlier been established by a calibration procedure [24].

The actual H content in the sample was obtained by subtracting the integrated pressure vs.

time for a corresponding blank measurement, i.e. the reaction chamber without any sample.

The amount of H remaining in each sample after termination of the measurement was

estimated to be < 2ppm.
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2.5.2 Oxygen consumption and isotope studies

When determining the oxidation kinetics and oxygen (O2)-dissociation rate, changes in

the gas phase composition were measured by a negligible leak flow to the MS and the total

pressure in the enclosed volume was measured with a pressure gauge. The procedure for

oxidation kinetics measurements was based on measuring the O2-consumption vs. time in the

enclosed volume. The reaction gas was introduced to the evacuated reaction chamber with the

sample at reaction temperature.

During dissociation rate measurements, the sample was exposed to a mixture of 50%

16,16O2 and 50% 18,18O2. The formation rate of 16,18O2 is a measure of the dissociation rate. The

gradual accumulation of 16,18O2 continued until the composition of the gas mixture reached-

50%16,18O2, 25%16,16O2 and 25%18,18O2. This corresponds to the expected statistical distribution,

with the abundance of 50%16O and 50%18O in the gas phase.

3. Results and discussion

 During the course of this doctoral study, a number of questions have been addressed,

all believed to be of practical or principal importance for the surface treatments of stainless

steel. In what follows, these questions will be shortly discussed in terms of insight gained. For

more detailed presentation of results the reader is referred to the papers I to V of the thesis.

3.1. What happens, in more detail, during a pickling or passivation treatment?

It is generally thought that oxide scale removal during pickling in acids involves the

penetration of the acids through cracks in the oxide, followed by electrochemical reactions

between the acids and the base metal [25]. The oxide scale is thus undermined and the attack

on the metal usually uniform. However, grain boundaries can be attacked at somewhat greater

extent compared to the rest of the surface and a too long pickling time may induce pitting
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corrosion. The resulting surface after pickling is relatively rough, with Ra-values typically in

the range from 0.2 to 0.4 µm.
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Figure 3. Concentration profile in 316LVM after passivation in nitric acid (50OC, 10h, 20%).

Passivation in HNO3 is performed in order to increase the passive film thickness. The

treatment is performed as the last step in the production process. In the oxidizing solution the

corrosion potential is relatively high. For example, in this work the corrosion potential of

316LVM after 60 min in 5%HNO3 at 50oC was measured to be about 0.4V vs. SCE. During

passivation the passive film usually increases in thickness and becomes enriched in

chromium. It is also believed that this treatment also removes sulfide inclusions.

During both pickling and passivation, a chromium-enrichment in the passive film is

achieved, either through a selective oxidation of chromium or through a selective dissolution

of iron, or both. Measurements have shown the dissolution rate in concentrated HNO3

solution to be orders of magnitudes higher for iron than for chromium [26]. This suggests that

selective dissolution of iron occur during the chemical treatment. A selective oxidation of

chromium should result in a chromium-depleted zone beneath the oxide. However,
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measurements within this study have shown that no chromium depleted zone is formed (see

figure 3). In all, this suggests that selective dissolution of iron, rather than selective oxidation

of chromium, is the main reason for the enrichment of chromium in the passive film during

the chemical treatments.

3.2. Which process parameters influence nitric acid passivation, and how?

The effect was studied of various nitric acid passivation parameters on the corrosion

resistance of a 316LVM stainless steel. The process parameters were nitric acid concentration,

passivation time and temperature, and their effect on polarization resistance and passive

current density was investigated in 0.5%H2SO4 (Paper I). Figure 4 illustrates the influence of

nitric acid concentration and passivation time on the polarization resistance. A corresponding

effect on passive current density was also found. Clearly, nitric acid concentration and

passivation time have a significant effect on the polarization resistance. In figure 4 it can be

noticed that mechanically polished samples (labeled 1200#SiC) exhibit a lower polarization

resistance than all passivated specimens. Table 2 displays the chromium content in the passive

film of all passivated samples, measured as Crox/(Crox+Feox) and with Crox and Feox the atomic

fraction of oxidized chromium and iron, respectively. The table clearly shows that the

chromium content in the passive film is considerably higher after passivation than the

corresponding ratio in the bulk alloy (0.20). This high chromium enrichment in the passive

film may explain the high polarization resistance of the passivated samples compared to the

mechanically polished samples.
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Table 2. Chromium content in the passive film, measured as the Crox/(Crox+Feox) ratio, as a

function of nitric acid concentration and passivation time.

HNO3

Vol. (%)

6 min

Crox/(Crox+Feox)

60 min

Crox/(Crox+Feox)

150 min

Crox/(Crox+Feox)

600 min

Crox/(Crox+Feox)

5 65 64 72 73

13,5 68 65 74 72

20 72 66 64 74
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Figure 4. Polarization resistance (obtained in 0.5% H2SO4) as a function nitric acid

concentration and passivation time

Another important parameter that may affect the corrosion resistance is the passive

film thickness. In this study the passive film thickness was estimated both from XPS (using

eq. 7) and EIS (using eq. 5) and a good qualitative agreement between the two methods was

obtained. Figure 5 shows the capacitance (from EIS) as a function of nitric acid concentration

and passivation time. According to eq. (5), the inverse of capacitance is proportional to the

passive film thickness. Thus, the decrease in capacitance with passivation time and nitric acid
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concentration (after passivation times 6 and 60 minutes) indicates an increase in passive film

thickness. A significant effect of passivation temperature on the polarization resistance and

passive current density was also observed. The variation in chromium content between the

various passivation treatments was relatively small (10%), but the variation in passive film

thickness relatively large (almost 30%), which may explain the relatively large variations in

the corrosion resistance.

It seems that passivation treatment during long enough time in a diluted HNO3

solution will result in a high corrosion resistance (high chromium content and thick passive

film). A high corrosion resistance can also be obtained at shorter passivation time but with a

more concentrated solution, or increased temperature. From an environmental perspective, a

passivation treatment in more diluted HNO3 during longer time is preferable.
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3.3. Will the efficiency of surface treatment differ between open and confined surfaces?

In chemical surface treatments, the efficiency of the treatment may be decreased due

to limited mass transport in the solution or lower ratio between solution volume and surface

area. Thus, the efficiency of the treatment can be lower in confined areas, resulting in a

decreased corrosion resistance in these areas. In order to explore this issue, the influence was

investigated of two pickling methods on corrosion resistance of 304L stainless steel tubes in

0.05M H2SO4+0.05M NaCl solution. Faster mass transport is expected to the outer surface of

the tubes compared to the inner, and this can result in a lower pickling efficiency of the inner

surface. Therefore, a difference in corrosion resistance between the inner and outer tube

surfaces may be observed. To be able to measure the inner and outer surfaces separately, two

specially designed cell configurations were developed and used for electrochemical analysis

in this work [paper II].

For the outer surfaces of the tubes, both pickling methods gave a relatively high

polarization resistance, relatively low passive current density and a high breakdown potential.

The results suggest that a good pickling efficiency may be achieved on the outer surfaces with

both pickling methods. However, for one of the pickling methods, in which the immersion

time is shorter (one-step), the inner surface exhibited a relatively high passive current density

and a lower breakdown potential, as seen in figure 6 and 7 respectively. This indicates that the

latter pickling method is not effective enough in removing weak points on the inner tube

surface, leading to decreased localized corrosion resistance. Possibly, the immersion time in

the pickling bath is sufficiently long to remove weak points on the outer surface, but not on

the inner surface.

The results suggest that mass transport is important for the pickling efficiency and the

resulting corrosion resistance. To ensure a high corrosion resistance at confined surfaces

longer pickling times may be needed. Alternatively one should find alternative ways to

increase the mass transport in the solution near confined areas.
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In all, this study stresses the importance of testing both inner and outer tube surfaces

separately during production control.
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Figure 6. Passive current density versus surface treatment for pickled tube specimens.
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3.4. Which surface treatment of 304L stainless steel gives the highest corrosion

resistance in marine atmospheric environment?

Samples of stainless steel 304L were surface-treated in various ways, and

subsequently exposed during 2 and 7 months in marine atmospheric conditions. The results

are summarized in paper IV. It was found that the discoloration of the bright annealed and

pickled samples was considerably lower compared to the as-received and abraded samples.

Investigation with optical microscopy revealed that the discoloration of the surfaces is related

to the extent of localized corrosion attacks. Discoloration and extent of localized corrosion

attacks were approximately the same for the samples exposed 2 months and 7 months. The

lower degree of discoloration and of localized corrosion attacks of the bright annealed and

pickled samples indicate that these surface treatments improve the atmospheric corrosion

resistance in marine environment. In agreement with these observations, a lower weight loss

was also observed for these surface treatments (see figure 8).

Investigations before the exposures showed that the various surface treatments resulted

in differences in surface composition, polarization resistance, surface roughness and

wettability. These surface properties may all have a certain influence on the atmospheric

corrosion resistance. Among these surface properties, the differences in corrosion resistance

between the various surface treatments could best be correlated with the polarization

resistance (obtained in 0.05M NaCl+0.05M H2SO4), with bright-annealed and pickled samples

showing higher polarization resistance than the as-received and abraded samples.
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Figure 8. Change of weight of samples, surface treated in various ways, as a function of

exposure time in a marine environment.

3.5. Which surface treatment of 304L stainless steel gives the highest corrosion

resistance in urban atmospheric environment?

The influence of surface treatment of stainless steel 304L on atmospheric corrosion

resistance was also investigated in an urban environment by exposing surface-treated samples

during 2 and 7 months, respectively (paper IV). Due to considerably lower amount of chloride

deposition, the discoloration, localized corrosion attack and mass loss was significantly lower

after exposure in the urban than in the marine environment. After 2 months of exposure no

signs of localized corrosion could be observed. However, a few discolored spots about 0.5mm

wide could be seen on all samples after 7 months of exposure. Figure 9 displays the change in

weight resulting from exposure in the urban environment. Similar to the marine exposure, the

abraded samples exhibited a relatively high weight loss after urban exposure. The as-received

samples, on the other hand, exhibited the lowest weight loss of all surface treatments, as

opposed to what was found in the marine environment. No simple relationship between
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polarization resistance and weight loss was found in the urban environment. Instead, there

was a tendency of increased corrosion effect with increased amount of particles retaining on

the different surface-treated samples. Hence, various surface properties that govern the

amount of deposited particles retaining on the surface, seem to play an important role during

urban exposure.

In all, the results suggest that the surface treatments giving the best performance in

the marine environment (pickling and bright annealing) are different from the surface

treatment giving best performance in the urban environment (as-received).
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Figure 9. Change of weight of samples, surface treated in various ways, as a function of

exposure time in an urban environment.

3.6. What detrimental effects can happen during a pickling or passivation treatment?

The effects of nitric acid passivation or pickling of stainless steel have been studied by

several authors. Many investigators have found that both pickling [6,7,16,27-29] and

passivation [15,16,28,30-32] are effective in improving the corrosion resistance. Also in this
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study a significant positive effect of passivation [paper I] and pickling [paper III, IV] was

found. However, if the immersion time in the pickling bath is too long, pitting corrosion

attacks can be induced. It has been suggested that chemical treatments of sensitized [33] or

Ti-stabilized stainless steels [34] should be avoided. It has also been claimed that the positive

effect of passivation in nitric acid only is temporary and does not improve the long-term

stability [35]. Even a negative effect of nitric acid passivation has been reported [36,37]. It

should be pointed out that these investigators utilized considerably higher temperature (85oC)

or nitric acid concentration (50%) in the passivation treatment than in this study (25-65oC, 5-

20%).

It has also been claimed that a passivation treatment can result in so-called

overpassivation, during which the passivation treatment leads to ennoblement of the surface,

which may increase the corrosion potential considerably and therefore increase the risk for

pitting corrosion attacks [35].

Another possible negative effect of chemical surface treatment is that hydrogen

might be incorporated into the metal and/or the passive film during the treatment, causing an

influence on the corrosion resistance. Indeed, a hydrogen uptake was found to occur both

during passivation in nitric acid, see figure 10, and during pickling, see figure 11

(unpublished results). However, with the process parameters used, any possible negative

effect of introduced hydrogen was most likely small compared to other, positive, effects of the

treatments, such as passive film growth, change in passive film composition and removal of

weak points on the surface. However, it can be speculated that if the process parameters are

changed, the effect of hydrogen may be more pronounced. For instance, an increase in

temperature could probably increase the hydrogen ingress.
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3.7. How can hydrogen influence the corrosion resistance of stainless steel?

Hydrogen can be introduced into metals in several ways, for instance during corrosion,

cathodic protection and during surface treatments, as discussed in the previous section. To

explore the possible effect of hydrogen during surface treatments, the same experimental

techniques and working hypothesis for aqueous corrosion were adopted as developed by

Hultquist and co-workers for hydrogen effects on high-temperature corrosion resistance of

several metals [38]. In short, the ideas emanating from these studies suggest that hydrogen,

introduced in the oxide film, enhances metal (cation) transport in the protective oxide film,

whereas certain oxygen gas dissociating elements, such as rare earth metal oxides or platinum,

enhance the oxygen (anion) transport in the film. For each particular corrosion situation,

according to the hypothesis, there is a condition for maximum corrosion resistance

characterized by a balanced anion and cation transport through the protective oxide film.

To test the hypothesis in aqueous solutions, studies were performed on pure metals

(iron and chromium) and commercial alloys (stainless steel 301 and S35315). It was found

that hydrogen in the oxide film on chromium increases the anodic dissolution rate and

decreases the corrosion potential in a chloride solution [paper III]. An increased dissolution

rate of the oxide film on iron in de-ionized water, due to introduced hydrogen, was also found

[paper V]. Chromium oxides and iron oxides are main components in the passive film on

stainless steel, from which follows that negative hydrogen-induced effect in stainless steel

also may be possible. Indeed, an increased passive current density of stainless steel 301 in

0.05M NaCl, due to hydrogen, was observed [paper V]. Similarly, other investigators have

found an increased anodic dissolution rate [39] and decreased resistance to localized

corrosion, due to hydrogen in stainless steel 304 [40,41] and 310 [42]. On the other hand, a

positive effect was found up to a certain concentration of hydrogen on the resistance to

localized corrosion in stainless steel of type S35315 (Avesta 353 MA), as can be seen in

figure 12.
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Recalling reported results from similar studies at elevated temperatures, it is striking

that hydrogen in the stainless steel S35315 also can decrease the high temperature oxidation

rate [38]. On the other hand, hydrogen in chromium [43,44] and iron [paper V] has also

resulted in an enhanced high temperature oxidation rate. Hence, there seem to be similarities

concerning the effect of hydrogen on the protective ability of chromium and iron oxides,

irrespective of aqueous exposure at room temperature or gaseous corrosion at elevated

temperature.

The working hypothesis, discussed above, and applied to both aqueous and high

temperature corrosion is schematically described in figure 13. The results from this study

were found to fit the model by assuming that without hydrogen in iron or stainless steel 301,

the metal cation transport in the oxide is higher than for optimal balancing conditions. In the

case of stainless steel S35315 without hydrogen, it was assumed that the oxygen transport in

the oxide is too high, due to the addition of oxygen dissociation cerium in this alloy.

The fact that hydrogen, introduced during a surface treatment, can affect the passive

film stability may have practical implications:

•  During aging after a surface treatment, the high hydrogen concentration in the surface

zone will decrease, which may influence the corrosion resistance. This effect will be

further discussed in the next section.

•  In electrochemical evaluation of stainless steel alloys it is common to remove the air

formed film by cathodic reduction. There is a possibility that hydrogen is introduced into

the metal during this procedure, which may have an influence on the electrochemical

behavior.

One may also speculate if reported variations in corrosion test results sometimes have been

due to variations in hydrogen content of the investigated samples.
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Figure 13. Schematic illustration of proposed effects of additions of hydrogen and ODE on

the protective ability of an oxide [38].
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3.8. What is the role of storage time on the corrosion resistance after surface treatment?

It is often observed that the corrosion resistance and the passive film properties change

upon aging [45]. Therefore, ageing could be of practical interest. An effect of aging was

subject of a closer examination: ageing in ambient air of a stainless steel of type 316LVM

after passivation in nitric acid, this turned out to have significant effect on the polarization

resistance [paper I].

Ageing effects of passive films have been attributed to several possible causes, such as

changes in passive film composition with ageing time, dehydration, passive film growth, re-

crystallization or self-repairing of defects [45]. There is also a possibility that ageing effects

can be connected to a decreasing hydrogen content in the surface zone after different surface

treatments. To investigate this possibility, samples of stainless steel 301 type were D-charged,

and electrochemical measurements were performed after various ageing times in ambient air

[paper V]. SIMS measurements showed decreasing D-content with ageing time, both in the

oxide and in the metal beneath the oxide. By abrading the outermost surface of a D-charged

sample, the D-content should be removed in a similar way as upon hydrogen release during

ageing. Electrochemical measurements were performed after various abrading depths to

investigate the corrosion resistance. Since the measurements always were performed on a

newly abraded surface, other changes not related to hydrogen could be excluded. Figure 14

and 15 display the results from electrochemical measurements performed after various times

of ageing and various abrading depths, respectively. A comparison between the current

density data of these figures suggests that the decrease in passive current density with ageing

time mainly is due to decreasing D-content in the passive film. However, the increase in

corrosion potential with ageing may to a less extent being associated with the decreasing D-

content in the surface zone. This can be seen from that the potential increase in figure 14 (due

to merely to reduced D-content) is much lower compared to the potential increase in figure 15

(due to combined effects of many parameters).
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The results indicate that one reason for the improved corrosion resistance with ageing

time may be attributed to the decreasing hydrogen content in the surface zone. It remains to be

elucidated under what conditions this hydrogen-induced effect really is of any practical

importance.
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4. Conclusions

During the course of this thesis, the influence of surface treatments of stainless steel

on corrosion resistance has been studied. The study has been focused on a few common

surface treatments used in large-scale production, namely, polishing, passivation in nitric acid,

pickling in hydrofluoric+nitric acid, and bright annealing. The main part of the work has

considered aqueous corrosion, with some work also on atmospheric corrosion and high

temperature corrosion.

The resulting corrosion resistance (as evaluated in 0.5% H2SO4 solution) of 316LVM

after passivation in nitric acid, was influenced by nitric acid concentration, passivation time

and temperature. The corrosion resistance after all passivation treatments exhibited an

improved corrosion resistance compared to abraded samples. The passivation treatment
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resulted in chromium enrichment in the passive film and in an increase in passive film

thickness. The results suggest that the passive film thickness has a larger influence on the

corrosion resistance than the chromium content in the passive film, although both these two

factors are important.

Pickled samples were found to exhibit a higher corrosion resistance (as evaluated in

0.05M H2SO4+0.05M NaCl solution) than abraded samples. Differences in corrosion

resistance were observed between the inner and outer tube surfaces after too short pickling

times of the tubes. The results suggest a lower mass transport of species in the solution at the

inner side of the tube than the outer, which can reduce the pickling efficiency.

The effect of various surface treatments of 304L stainless steel on the atmospheric

corrosion resistance in a marine and an urban environment was investigated in a field study.

The corrosion effect in both environments resulted in a weight loss. The pickled and bright

annealed samples showed the best performance in the marine environment, whereas the

lowest corrosion rate in the urban environment was observed for the as-received samples. In

the marine environment, the rating between the various surface treatments was found to

correspond to the rating of the polarization resistance (as evaluated in 0.05M H2SO4+0.05M

NaCl solution). However in the urban environment the corrosion resistance could best be

related to the amount of deposited particles retained on the surface.

SIMS measurements showed that hydrogen uptake can occur during passivation and pickling.

With the process parameters used, any possible negative effect of the hydrogen introduced

was small compared other positive effects of the treatments. The effect of the presence of

hydrogen in metals was investigated by H-charging or D-charging from a principal point of

view. The following effects of the presence of H or D in various materials were observed:

-Increased anodic dissolution rate of chromium in 0.3M NaCl solution
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-Increased dissolution rate of iron in de-ionized water

-Increased passive current density of 301 stainless steel  in 0.05M NaCl solution

-Increased resistance against localized corrosion of stainless steel S35315 in 0.3M NaCl

 solution

These observations could be explained by adopting a hypothesis for high temperature

oxidation kinetics, introduced by Hultquist and co-workers [38]. These ideas emanate from

studies of the effect of hydrogen on high temperature oxidation kinetics and the importance of

a balance between cation and anion transport in the oxide film.

Electrochemical measurements of D-charged 301 stainless steel after various ageing times and

abrading depths were performed. It was concluded that decreasing hydrogen content in the

surface zone can be one reason for the frequently observed ageing effect after different

surface treatments.

.

5. Future work

The work presented here concerns the influence of surface treatments of stainless steel

on the corrosion resistance. Various aspects of surface treatments have been considered in the

work, from the effect of process parameters on the corrosion resistance to effects of hydrogen

ingress during the treatment. Some questions about the effect of surface treatments on the

corrosion resistance have been answered. But there are still many questions that remain to be

answered. Here are some points which I believe would be of fundemental and/or

technological interest.

- What is the effect of surface treatment on the cathodic reaction/oxygen (O2) reduction?

The investigations of the effect of surface treatments of stainless steel on the oxygen

reduction are rare, although the oxygen reaction can be of great importance, especially in
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crevice corrosion. It has been found that the reduction of oxygen in seawater depends on

passive film composition [46]. Therefore it would be expected that chemical treatments that

result in chromium enrichment in the passive film, exhibit a different oxygen reduction rate

compared to a polished sample.

- Can the process parameters in bright annealing be further optimized to increase the resulting

corrosion resistance?

In this study, it was found that silicon was present in the passive film after bright

annealing. The presence of silicon can be one explanation of the relatively high polarization

resistance of these samples (as evaluated in 0.05M H2SO4 + 0.05M NaCl). The resulting

passive film composition after bright annealing depends probably on parameters such as

partial pressures of trace elements (H2O, CO2…), and temperature cycle. Probably there are

possibilities to improve the process regarding the resulting corrosion resistance.

- Will the introduced hydrogen during surface treatments have any significant long-term

effect on the corrosion resistance?

A hydrogen uptake was measured in this study, however it still remains to determine if

this amount of hydrogen has any significant long-term effect on the corrosion resistance. An

interesting experiment could be to increase the temperature in nitric acid passivation (possibly

increase the hydrogen ingress) and study the effect of ageing.

- Can additions of hydrogen increase the corrosion resistance of stainless steel alloys

containing rare earth metals?

It was found that additions of hydrogen to stainless steel S35315 (containing

0.05%Ce) could increase the resistance against localized corrosion. It would be interesting to

investigate if additions of hydrogen to other alloys containing rare earth metals also can give a

positive effect.
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- Will additions of hydrogen/rare earth metals to stainless steel influence the interfacial

conditions for passive film growth?

The observed effects of hydrogen in 301 stainless steel, pure chromium and pure iron

was explained by increased metal (cation) transport in the oxide. An increased metal cation

transport relative to the oxygen ion transport should result in an increased tendency for

passive film growth near the passive film/solution interface. On the other hand, an increased

oxygen transport (due to rare earth metals) should increase the tendency for passive film

growth near the metal/passive film interface. To measure the position of passive film growth

one may use sequential oxidation in H2
16O, H2

18O, and SIMS measurements as previously

done in high temperature oxidation experiments. Since the passive film is so thin it is very

difficult to measure the position of passive film growth. The thickness may be increased

somewhat by increasing the temperature, increased potential or using an oxidizing solution

(such as warm nitric acid). This may be an interesting subject for a future study.

- Can surface pretreatment of stainless steels influence the adsorption/incorporation of

chloride into the passive film?

There are contradictory results regarding the adsoption/incorporation of chloride into

the passive film [47]. A removal of the original air formed passive film is often included in

the pretreatment of the samples in these experiment. In this process hydrogen ingress into the

metal may occur. In this study it was found that hydrogen charging of 304 stainless steel has a

significant influence on the contact angle between an applied water droplet and the metal

surface (unpublished results). The contact angle is effected by the acid-base properties on the

surface. A change of the acid-base properties may influence the adsoption of ions. It would be

interesting to study if the presence of hydrogen in the metal can have any influence on the

adsoption/penetration of chloride ions
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